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Lucretia looked at the man before her eyes in horror. She was mind blown. 

The two lords earlier were outstanding existences on the ninth floor of hell. 
Previously, they lived together in harmony when she built the stronghold here. 
The two lords dared not harass her. However, it was unknown what had 
happened in the past few days. 

A commotion occurred on the ninth floor of hell, and a mysterious force swept 
over, causing every individual living in hell to have an exponential increment in 
strength. She also became much stronger in a short time. Nonetheless, the 
young man before her eyes just used two strange lotuses to instantly take 
away the two lords who had significantly increased strength. 

“You are…” asked Lucretia. 

However, her heart was fear-stricken. This young man’s strength was 
unfathomable. Since he appeared with her son, he was probably an ally rather 
than an enemy. 

As though presenting a treasure, Blaze immediately said, “Mom, he is my 
brother-in-law, Alex Rockefeller!” 

“Your brother-in-law? Of which sister?” 

Lucretia was clearly startled. 

Blaze ranked the eldest in the family and had many younger brothers and 
sisters. The number of his sisters reached several dozens. It could not be 
helped as Emperor Rowan had become a heartbreaker for 108 generations. 
Finally, those 108 women gathered in this life to pester him. He was destined 
to have 108 wives. When he had many wives, he naturally had many children. 

“He is Phoenix Rowan’s husband!” 

“Huh? Phoenix’s husband?!” Lucretia clearly looked shocked. 

Phoenix was the daughter of Emperor Rowan and the Phoenix Empress. Both 
of them were supreme kings of gods with earth-shattering talents. Phoenix 



inherited all the advantages of the two people and thus became the most 
powerful junior among the children of the Rowan family. 

Time had changed. Even Phoenix had a husband! 

At that moment, King Sandros and Shelly arrived. Shelly was carefree, 
whereas King Sandros was scared witless. He came forward and asked, 
“What’s going on? Has the ninth floor of the Hell Tower become so 
dangerous? The lords here can even set up a force field? It’s bizarre. Why is 
this place giving me a vibe of reaching the eighteenth floor of hell?” 

Shelly said, “So, you felt that too.” 

At that moment, Blaze introduced them to his mom and took out the Nature’s 
Book. 

Swoosh! 

A ray of golden light rushed out of Nature’s Book. The golden light rushing to 
the sky displayed someone’s name and birth date. 

It was about Lucretia. 

Eventually, this information rushed into Lucretia’s body and disappeared. 

King Sandros said, “Alright. Your mother’s soul has regained freedom. You 
can take her and leave now. Since you’re done with Nature’s Book, you can 
return it to me, right?” 

Blaze looked at Alex. 

Alex snatched the Nature’s Book, so, Blaze had to ask him whether it should 
be returned. 

Alex did not care about it. Since they were done with Nature’s Book, and it 
was an indispensable tool for the nether realm, he did not want to take it for 
himself. He nodded and said, “Return it to him!” 

It was a weight off King Sandros’ mind as soon as he received Nature’s Book. 

“Alright! My mission is complete! I’ll take my leave first! Blaze Rowan, you brat 
has to treat Kathy better in the future. If you dare to let her down, I will hook 
your soul with the Nature’s Book. Got it?” shouted King Sandros. 



Lucretia asked, “Who is Kathy?” 

Blaze hurriedly said, “She is his god-granddaughter.” 

He did not know what his mother would think if she were to find out that he 
had stolen King Sandros’ concubine. It would be bad for Kathy, either. 

As soon as Lucretia heard that, she exclaimed, “Amazing. You even managed 
to find a wife in the nether realm.” 

When she met Blaze last time, she knew that her son and Xienna jumped into 
the Pool of Reincarnation due to a conspiracy. In private, there was no love 
affair between the two of them. However, they also did not know who pushed 
them at that time. 

King Sandros really ran away. Using Nature’s Book, he raised a beam of light 
and rushed to the sky. 
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“Do you wish to join?” Lucretia asked while looking at the toad. 

The toad said, “There is something wrong with the Hell Tower now. Who 
knows when a catastrophe will happen. All of us are poor people trapped here 
without freedom, but your son found you the Nature’s Book. This is everyone’s 
hope.” 

When Lucretia thought about it, it was indeed true. If it were her, she would 
have done the same too. 

She then said to Alex, “How about we let it join? It is also a combat force.” 

Alex said, “Aunt Lucretia, you decide!” 

He did not know what had appeared on the eighteenth floor of hell, so he 
wanted to get there as soon as possible. He did not mind if another few more 
lords joined on the way. 

After that, three lords came over directly. Almost all the lord-level 
powerhouses on the ninth floor had arrived. 



King Sandros frowned. “This isn’t a good idea, is it? They are all super ghost 
kings that are trapped in the Hell Tower. If they are released together later, 
great chaos will befall the mortal realm, and Emperor Ghast will kill me.” 

The toad said sarcastically, “What’s a super ghost king? I’ve been imprisoned 
here as soon as I was born. Was I in the wrong? You kings of hell neglected 
your duties. That sh*tty Emperor Ghast is also a coward. If she is capable, tell 
her to come down to the Hell Tower by herself!” 

Lucretia said, “It’s just these few of them. Everyone knows each other through 
and through. There is no one else.” 

Alex said, “Let’s set off as soon as possible then!” 

Blaze hurriedly said, “Mom, where is your physical body? Brother-in-law has 
the Cleansing Vase that can store living people. Your physical body can be 
stored inside.” 

It turned out that Lucretia’s current body was not her original body. Instead, 
she reconstituted it with the law elements in the Hell Tower. 

“Guys, wait here for a moment!” 

Lucretia was still concerned about her physical body. She probably would hide 
it. 

After a full twenty minutes, she walked back while holding someone that 
looked exactly like her in her hands. 

Alex took out the Cleansing Vase and put that person into it. 

“Let’s go! Sandros, you should know more about the directions of the Hell 
Tower, right? You will lead the way ahead. Don’t worry. We won’t let you die.” 
Shelly said to King Sandros. 

Like the kings of hell, he naturally had a stronger understanding of hell than 
others. He knew there were a total of eighteenth floors of hell and entrances 
and exits on each floor. Alex and Shelly were in the first echelon. They were 
walking behind King Sandros and were ready to make a move. 

From the ninth floor to the tenth floor… Then, it was the eleventh floor, twelfth 
floor… 



When they arrived on the thirteenth floor, a huge vibration suddenly occurred 
in the Hell Tower. The ground and the mountains shook. The entire thirteenth 
floor was shaking. No, the whole Hell Tower was constantly trembling and 
shaking. 

“What’s wrong? The Hell Tower isn’t going to explode, right?” Blaze 
complained. 

Consequently, it really exploded right after he said that. 

A loud boom rang out. A large light pillar was shot down from the sky, 
penetrating the entire Hell Tower right away. Even though they were standing 
here, they could clearly see from the first floor to the eighteenth floor. 

The broken area was enormous. They could see the edge case of each floor. 

King Sandros paled. “We’re done for! We’re done for! Something big is about 
to happen! The Hell Tower is damaged, and the nether realm will be in 
chaos…” 

The toad and the few lords were amazed. “This crappy Hell Tower should 
have been destroyed a long time ago. Why are we staying here? All kinds of 
horrific punishments await you inside. People die like extinguished lights. 
Death ends all troubles of one. What’s the point of the torture?!” 

“That’s right. If we’re talking about guilt, you ten kings of hell aren’t decent 
people either. You should enter hell and experience it!” 

The group of people sped up toward the edge of the light pillar. It was the 
location of the breakage. Right after they reached a nearby area, they looked 
down. 

As a result, they heard a chant of the Buddha’s name. 

“Amitabha!” 

Immediately afterward, an old monk rose from the eighteenth floor. 
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“It’s Revealer Maha!” Shelly exclaimed. 

After a pause, she continued, “But again, no!” 

She just saw a huge lotus throne under Revealer Maha’s feet, but that lotus 
throne’s color was different from what it had always been in Buddhism, it was 
black! 

“A black lotus throne! It’s the black evil Buddha!” 

Shelly lightly sighed. “Revealer Maha is no longer the original Revealer Maha, 
but he has become a puppet corrupted by the evil Buddhism.” 

Alex still remembered what Revealer Maha had done, “Why did he steal 
Emperor Ghast’s undergarment?” 

“That’s all you remember.” Shelly rolled her eyes. 

Alex said, “I understand it now. He deliberately angered Emperor Ghast, but 
he didn’t do anything more extreme. Hence, Emperor Ghast suppressed him 
on the eighteenth floor of Hell Tower instead of killing him and turning him into 
ashes! Revealer Maha wanted to do something on the eighteenth floor of hell. 
It’s for the sake of blowing up the Hell Tower today.” 

Once Alex said that everyone seemed to have understood him. 

“It seems to be the case.” 

“However, what will he do after blowing up the Hell Tower?” 

Just as the crowd was caught up in another doubt, an anomaly occurred 
again. It was unknown where that golden pillar led, but it was definitely not as 
simple as rushing down from that volcanic crater in the nether realm. At that 
moment, lines were hanging down from above. 

“They are…” 

“Space-time Lines!” The Peacock Heavenly King finally had the opportunity to 
show her talent. “Something is descending through these Space-time Lines. 
Be careful. It’s usually an evil demon from the foreign realm!” 



Shortly afterward, something really came down from the Space-time Lines. It 
was not an evil demon from the foreign realm, but it turned out to be a bald 
man. 

Alex knew at once. “These are evil Buddhas that came down from Dairaionji 
Temple. The master of Dairaionji Temple must have broken the Hell Tower to 
release all the vicious ghosts inside so that they will become their henchmen 
and thus take search control of the nether realm.” 

After those evil Buddhas descended, they suspended in mid-air. 

A total of eighteen people descended. 

The lines varied in length. Each evil Buddha corresponded to the location of 
each floor. Then, they began to unleash evil Buddhist energy. 

“Ah!” 

Those lords behind Alex screamed as if they were affected by the psychic 
power of the evil Buddhas. They were going to be controlled by the psychic 
power of the evil Buddhas. Lucretia was also among them, let alone those 
lords. 

“Mom, what’s wrong with you?” Blaze hugged his mother. 

“Alex, use the Requiem Clock!” said Shelly. 

Alex nodded. He immediately summoned the Requiem Clock. Similarly, it was 
also a supreme treasure of Buddhism that Ksitigarbha had given him. Now, 
Alex threw it into the air, emitting a loud bang. The showdown between 
authentic Buddhism and evil Buddhism began here. 

Bong! Bong! Bong! 

The Requiem Clock rang non-stop, interfering with the eighteen evil Buddhas 
as they assimilated hell. 

Alex’s action had startled them. 

The next second, more Space-time Lines hung down. A large number of evil 
Buddhas descended to the opening on the thirteenth floor of hell. 

“Kill!” 
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Just then, a cold snort was heard in the world. The space tumbled with an 
overwhelming murderous intent. 

A woman dressed in purple seemed to have walked out of the void and 
landed a slash with her sword. The environment instantly changed with 
surging Sword Intent. 

Half of the evil Buddhas were killed with a sword slash. 

“Emperor Ghast!” King Sandros exclaimed. 

“What? She is Emperor Ghast?” 

“She’s so powerful! She’s so huge!” 
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“Tsk! I know a man like you too well! You only focus on women’s breasts 
when you look at them!” Shelly snorted disdainfully as she scolded Alex. 

Alex squinted at her. “You are a woman too, aren’t you? Did I look at your 
breasts? You don’t even have any!” 

At that, Shelly went through the roof. “You b*stard! I’m going to castrate you 
into a eunuch so you can’t sleep any more women!” 

However, the current Shelly was no match for Alex. He then took out the 
Cleansing Vase and contained her. 

“D *mn! Son of a b*tch! How dare you contain me with this dilapidated vase?! 
Do you believe I’ll burst it with a kick?!” 

She flew into a rage when he said that she had no breasts. She really kicked 
it. 

The Cleansing Vase naturally did not burst, but something else exploded. 

“Huh? What is this?” 



At the same time, after Emperor Ghast killed a large number of evil Buddhas, 
it seemed that she could not use her sword consecutively. Such a superbly 
ultimate move probably required energy accumulation. Alex took out the 
Immortal Butcher and planned to help her. 

To his surprise, Emperor Ghast did not appreciate it at all. After turning 
around, she glared at him and said, “Why is a human stirring up trouble? Just 
ring your bell! I’ll deal with these guys!” 

‘How dare she say I’m a human who steps in and stirs up trouble. Alright. It’s 
your territory. You call the shots!’ 

Alex put the Immortal Butcher back again and concentrated on shaking the 
Requiem Clock, slowing down those evil Buddhas’ movements. However, 
Emperor Ghast’s energy accumulation seemed to take a really long time. That 
sword in her hand kept charging energy. 

Helpless, she said to King Sandros, “King Sandros, come here and block 
them for a while!” 

“What?!” King Sandros paled with fright. “Emperor, I can’t! These evil 
Buddhas are too powerful. A lord can’t even Withstand them. Besides, there 
are so many of them!” 

“Enough of your nonsense! Go! I’ll revive you if you’re dead!” 

Only then did the timid King Sandros remember it. 

Emperor Ghast did seem to have such an ability in the Hell Tower. As long as 
she was willing, she could resurrect kings of hell infinitely… Of course, she 
had to pay some price. 

With the assurance of resurrection, King Sandros immediately became brave 
and invincible, as if a warrior had possessed him. He directly rushed toward 
those evil Buddhas. 

Roar! 

“You abominations, die!” 

Boom! 



A larger evil Buddha suddenly descended from the sky and stepped on King 
Sandros’s head. It stomped him to death with its foot. 

“Uh!” 

‘Did I step on something?’ 

His body covered with golden light, This evil Buddha was a hundred feet tall 
and extremely heavy. He was only aware of it later. He looked down, only to 
find that it had stomped a cockroach to death. He immediately stepped on it a 
few more times before rushing toward Emperor Ghast. 

Alex and the others could not bear to watch. That fellow died a worthless 
death. 

“Great Resurrection Spell!” 

Emperor Ghast shouted and pointed at King Sandros who had been trampled 
into a meat paste. A cloud of smoke suddenly arose. King Sandros, who just 
had an absolute death, jumped up lively again. This time, he summoned a 
black inkstone. It became large in the wind. 

He smashed it hard on the evil Buddha’s bald head. 

Bong! 

The baldy was hit, emitting a crisp sound. A black bump was formed on his 
head. Infuriated, the evil Buddha was turned around and rushed over before 
landing a slap… 

“Ah!” Blaze screamed. 

King Sandros turned out to be dead again. 

Was King Sandros too weak, or the evil Buddha was too powerful? 

If the previous stomp was an accident, it was too unsightly if he died after a 
slap. He was worse than a fly. 

“Great Resurrection Spell!” 
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King Sandros was alive again. Slightly afraid, he dared not move forward. 

“How about you let me do it?” Alex said. 

Emperor Ghast sneered. “Don’t bite off more than you can chew. If you die, I 
won’t revive you. Ring your bell.” 

Since when did he, Alex Rockefeller, become a bell ringer? 

‘Alright!’ 

King Sandros stood still and dared not to move a muscle. However, a Yin 
beast silently appeared behind him. It was a behemoth. It was a creature from 
deeper hell and had been converted by the evil Buddha of Dairaionji Temple. 
It looked like a wolf that had three heads, with each head as big as a house. 

When the crowd saw this creature, they were stunned. 

“Hurry up and run!” Lucretia shouted. 

Thinking that Lucretia told him to run backward, King Sandros decisively 
obeyed her. Consequently, he directly ran into the behemoth’s mouth. 

Crunch! 

He was gone! 

Could he be resurrected if he was eaten? 

“King Sandros is too weak, isn’t he?” Alex complained helplessly. 

Blaze said, “He is a civilian king of hell. All his skills rely on Nature’s Book. He 
is useless without Nature’s Book.” 

Lucretia said, “How can you say so? Anyhow, he is your woman’s 
grandfather!” 

“Huh..?” 



Finally, Emperor Ghast seemed to have finished charging his energy. She first 
lifted the sharp, glistening golden sword and slashed at that huge evil Buddha. 
After obliterating him with a single blow, she continued charging ahead to 
unleash a huge golden wave. All the affected evil Buddhas were 
exterminated. However, the attack range of this ultimate move was too small. 

Immediately afterward, another golden Buddha appeared. This time, it was 
someone whom Alex was familiar with, the old monk, Revealer 
Maha. However, he was already corrupted. Not only was his lotus throne 
black, but his lips and fingernails were also black. 

He lashed his palm at Emperor Ghast. The entire sky and earth were covered 
with black palm prints. Emperor Ghast shouted delicately. This time, she didn’t 
recharge that golden sword. Instead, she charged forward with the sword and 
unleashed a flurry of bold slashes. 

This series of actions stunned the spectating crowd. They thought, ‘Emperor 
Ghast of this term is really fierce!’ 

Moreover, she was eye candy as they watched her fight. She was gorgeous 
and had a hot body. Her purple clothes bulged from her prominent bust thanks 
to her vigorous movements and various collisions… She was simply a super 
girlfriend in a geek’s dream. However, the corrupted Revealer Maha was also 
very powerful. In addition, many evil Buddhas behind them joined the fray. 

Emperor Ghast suddenly became exhausted from dealing with them. 

“Are we really not going to lend a hand?” Lucretia asked. 

The huge toad replied, “Emperor Ghast is clearly an aggressive and 
domineering woman. Other people have to listen to her. If they don’t, she 
might beat them to death! This place is her territory. It’s her home field 
regardless of the laws or the domain. I think we better be obedient to avoid 
being innocently killed by her.” 

Blaze nodded. “I think so too. She has a resurrection skill and can’t die.” 

Boom! 

A loud sound could be heard. 



Revealer Maha suppressed Emperor Ghast. Then, the giant three-headed 
wolf smacked her onto the ground and pinned her down, such that she could 
not get up. 

“Hey! Bell ringer and you guys, come over and help! Otherwise, everyone will 
be done for!” 

Emperor Ghast finally opened her mouth and told Alex and the others to act. 

“Jeez! You should’ve said that earlier!” 

Alex swished and disappeared in place with the Immortal Butcher in his hand. 
When he reappeared, he cut off all the heads of the three-headed wolf with 
his sword. 

A head fell in front of Emperor Ghast and almost crushed her. 

She was slightly dumbfounded… “It’s that… Simple?” 

After that, she was furious. “Sinful human. You’re so powerful. Why did you 
only ring the bell and stay still?” 

Alex was startled for a moment. He then looked at the unreasonable Emperor 
Ghast. “Didn’t you forbid me?” 

“You are a mega powerhouse. Why were you so obedient?” 

“What..?” 

‘I obeyed the command obediently, yet I was in the wrong?’ 

Alex pouted and rushed toward Revealer Maha. “Hey, old monk! Is your 
original nature still there?” 
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King Sandros was alive again. Slightly afraid, he dared not move forward. 

“How about you let me do it?” Alex said. 



Emperor Ghast sneered. “Don’t bite off more than you can chew. If you die, I 
won’t revive you. Ring your bell.” 

Since when did he, Alex Rockefeller, become a bell ringer? 

‘Alright!’ 

King Sandros stood still and dared not to move a muscle. However, a Yin 
beast silently appeared behind him. It was a behemoth. It was a creature from 
deeper hell and had been converted by the evil Buddha of Dairaionji Temple. 
It looked like a wolf that had three heads, with each head as big as a house. 

When the crowd saw this creature, they were stunned. 

“Hurry up and run!” Lucretia shouted. 

Thinking that Lucretia told him to run backward, King Sandros decisively 
obeyed her. Consequently, he directly ran into the behemoth’s mouth. 

Crunch! 

He was gone! 

Could he be resurrected if he was eaten? 

“King Sandros is too weak, isn’t he?” Alex complained helplessly. 

Blaze said, “He is a civilian king of hell. All his skills rely on Nature’s Book. He 
is useless without Nature’s Book.” 

Lucretia said, “How can you say so? Anyhow, he is your woman’s 
grandfather!” 

“Huh..?” 

Finally, Emperor Ghast seemed to have finished charging his energy. She first 
lifted the sharp, glistening golden sword and slashed at that huge evil Buddha. 
After obliterating him with a single blow, she continued charging ahead to 
unleash a huge golden wave. All the affected evil Buddhas were 
exterminated. However, the attack range of this ultimate move was too small. 

Immediately afterward, another golden Buddha appeared. This time, it was 
someone whom Alex was familiar with, the old monk, Revealer 



Maha. However, he was already corrupted. Not only was his lotus throne 
black, but his lips and fingernails were also black. 

He lashed his palm at Emperor Ghast. The entire sky and earth were covered 
with black palm prints. Emperor Ghast shouted delicately. This time, she didn’t 
recharge that golden sword. Instead, she charged forward with the sword and 
unleashed a flurry of bold slashes. 

This series of actions stunned the spectating crowd. They thought, ‘Emperor 
Ghast of this term is really fierce!’ 

Moreover, she was eye candy as they watched her fight. She was gorgeous 
and had a hot body. Her purple clothes bulged from her prominent bust thanks 
to her vigorous movements and various collisions… She was simply a super 
girlfriend in a geek’s dream. However, the corrupted Revealer Maha was also 
very powerful. In addition, many evil Buddhas behind them joined the fray. 

Emperor Ghast suddenly became exhausted from dealing with them. 

“Are we really not going to lend a hand?” Lucretia asked. 

The huge toad replied, “Emperor Ghast is clearly an aggressive and 
domineering woman. Other people have to listen to her. If they don’t, she 
might beat them to death! This place is her territory. It’s her home field 
regardless of the laws or the domain. I think we better be obedient to avoid 
being innocently killed by her.” 

Blaze nodded. “I think so too. She has a resurrection skill and can’t die.” 

Boom! 

A loud sound could be heard. 

Revealer Maha suppressed Emperor Ghast. Then, the giant three-headed 
wolf smacked her onto the ground and pinned her down, such that she could 
not get up. 

“Hey! Bell ringer and you guys, come over and help! Otherwise, everyone will 
be done for!” 

Emperor Ghast finally opened her mouth and told Alex and the others to act. 

“Jeez! You should’ve said that earlier!” 



Alex swished and disappeared in place with the Immortal Butcher in his hand. 
When he reappeared, he cut off all the heads of the three-headed wolf with 
his sword. 

A head fell in front of Emperor Ghast and almost crushed her. 

She was slightly dumbfounded… “It’s that… Simple?” 

After that, she was furious. “Sinful human. You’re so powerful. Why did you 
only ring the bell and stay still?” 

Alex was startled for a moment. He then looked at the unreasonable Emperor 
Ghast. “Didn’t you forbid me?” 

“You are a mega powerhouse. Why were you so obedient?” 

“What..?” 

‘I obeyed the command obediently, yet I was in the wrong?’ 

Alex pouted and rushed toward Revealer Maha. “Hey, old monk! Is your 
original nature still there?” 
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“What’s this Demon’s Shore?” 

“Aren’t you the inheritor of Ksitigarbha? How can you not know this? The 
blooming flowers on the other shore prove the Buddhahood. The blooming 
flowers on Demon’s Shore indicate a decree to the demons in three realms.” 

Speaking of this, the empress snorted coldly, “Dairaionji Temple is ambitious. 
It wants to command the Hell Tower and rule the nether realm. Has it asked 
me, Empress Ghast? It’s courting death! I’ll destroy Demon’s Shore right 
now!” 

She struck out furiously, lifting the glistening golden sword and charging 
energy. 



Alex was vigilant next to her. He immediately saw that black-clothed 
phantoms were shot out of pitch-black other shore flowers and landed as 
demons. They shouted while rushing toward Empress Ghast. Without another 
word, Alex turned into a golden-bodied arhat with surging divine power. 

“Namo Myoho Renge Kyo!” 

“Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation, Seal of Noble Light!” 

“Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation, Mahayana Righteous Seal!” 

He discovered that a person was insufficient to deal with many of these flower 
demons, so he immediately took out the Cleansing Vase and called Shelly for 
help. 

“Shelly… Where are you? D*mn, scrooge! You’re acting like this after I said 
you have no boobs. If you are so concerned, I’ll make you a pair. If you’d like, 
I can make them as large as Empress Ghast’s. Okay?” 

The empress next to him squinted her beautiful eyes and stared at him coldly. 

Shelly’s voice came out of the Cleansing Vase. “I don’t want them. They’re 
ugly as hell.” 

Empress Ghast, proud of her bust, was about to go completely mad. 

The energy charging was complete at that moment. The empress drew her 
sword and traversed a hundred feet before swinging the sword with millions of 
light. 

“Kill!” 

Countless black flowers of Demon’s Shore withered from the massacre. 
However, more flowers bloomed and scattered pollen. More densely-packed 
black demons landed on the ground. 

“Oh crap!” 

With the empress suddenly uttering something like that, fear struck Alex’s 
heart. He hurriedly asked, “What’s wrong?” 

The empress said, “It must be the bloom period on Demon’s Shore. Instead, 
they absorbed the energy of my sword and accelerated the blooming.” 



Looking at the endless black flower bed, Alex asked, “Can we go through 
them directly?” 

“Demon’s Shore contains many negative effects. It is the best at creating 
illusionary realms and confusing one’s mind. It’s basically impossible if you 
want to go through it directly and find the seed! Even Ksitigarbha can’t do it, 
let alone an amateur like you.” 

At that moment, Alex’s Cleansing Vase shook automatically. A voice came out 
of it. “I can give it a try!” 

It was a woman’s beautiful voice, but it definitely did not belong to Shelly. 

Whoosh! 

A woman in a white dress rushed out, followed by a flat-chested Shelly. 

The woman in white waved her hand and took the Cleansing Vase away. A 
willow branch floated on it. 

“Goddess of Compassion?” 

As the woman in white chanted ethereal melody, the Cleansing Vase dazzled, 
and a little fluorescence emanated from the willow branch. When those black 
demons saw the fluorescence, they immediately cried and fled. Even Demon’s 
Shore was hard to resist. 

Shelly looked smug as she said to Alex, “You idiot! You held the Cleansing 
Vase, yet you used it as a pig cage. Tidal Cave was sealed inside, and the 
Goddess of Compassion was in it.” 

At that moment, the Goddess of Compassion looked back. “Leave this place 
to me. You guys should go through the demonic land and find the seed!” 

Shelly said, “I’ll build the bridge! Guys, go!” 

Persephone’s Folly Bridge manifested! 

The empress was decisive. “Go!” 

Alex told Shelly, “Take care of yourself and don’t die.” 

“Quit droning on! Hurry up and go!” 



Whoosh! 

Persephone’s Folly Bridge could not cover the entire forest on the other shore. 
It came to an end halfway through it. It was then the empress said, “I see the 
black lotus seed! Over there!” 

Alex said, “I’ll go over first.” 

He unleashed a Buddhist lotus and tried to jump on it to cross over. The idea, 
although good, failed to work in reality. The Buddhist lotus was corrupted 
instantly. Alex hurriedly withdrew and jumped into the flowerbed of Demon’s 
Shore. 
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“What’s this Demon’s Shore?” 

“Aren’t you the inheritor of Ksitigarbha? How can you not know this? The 
blooming flowers on the other shore prove the Buddhahood. The blooming 
flowers on Demon’s Shore indicate a decree to the demons in three realms.” 

Speaking of this, the empress snorted coldly, “Dairaionji Temple is ambitious. 
It wants to command the Hell Tower and rule the nether realm. Has it asked 
me, Empress Ghast? It’s courting death! I’ll destroy Demon’s Shore right 
now!” 

She struck out furiously, lifting the glistening golden sword and charging 
energy. 

Alex was vigilant next to her. He immediately saw that black-clothed 
phantoms were shot out of pitch-black other shore flowers and landed as 
demons. They shouted while rushing toward Empress Ghast. Without another 
word, Alex turned into a golden-bodied arhat with surging divine power. 

“Namo Myoho Renge Kyo!” 

“Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation, Seal of Noble Light!” 

“Ksitigarbha’s Ten Wheels Earth Incantation, Mahayana Righteous Seal!” 



He discovered that a person was insufficient to deal with many of these flower 
demons, so he immediately took out the Cleansing Vase and called Shelly for 
help. 

“Shelly… Where are you? D*mn, scrooge! You’re acting like this after I said 
you have no boobs. If you are so concerned, I’ll make you a pair. If you’d like, 
I can make them as large as Empress Ghast’s. Okay?” 

The empress next to him squinted her beautiful eyes and stared at him coldly. 

Shelly’s voice came out of the Cleansing Vase. “I don’t want them. They’re 
ugly as hell.” 

Empress Ghast, proud of her bust, was about to go completely mad. 

The energy charging was complete at that moment. The empress drew her 
sword and traversed a hundred feet before swinging the sword with millions of 
light. 

“Kill!” 

Countless black flowers of Demon’s Shore withered from the massacre. 
However, more flowers bloomed and scattered pollen. More densely-packed 
black demons landed on the ground. 

“Oh crap!” 

With the empress suddenly uttering something like that, fear struck Alex’s 
heart. He hurriedly asked, “What’s wrong?” 

The empress said, “It must be the bloom period on Demon’s Shore. Instead, 
they absorbed the energy of my sword and accelerated the blooming.” 

Looking at the endless black flower bed, Alex asked, “Can we go through 
them directly?” 

“Demon’s Shore contains many negative effects. It is the best at creating 
illusionary realms and confusing one’s mind. It’s basically impossible if you 
want to go through it directly and find the seed! Even Ksitigarbha can’t do it, 
let alone an amateur like you.” 

At that moment, Alex’s Cleansing Vase shook automatically. A voice came out 
of it. “I can give it a try!” 



It was a woman’s beautiful voice, but it definitely did not belong to Shelly. 

Whoosh! 

A woman in a white dress rushed out, followed by a flat-chested Shelly. 

The woman in white waved her hand and took the Cleansing Vase away. A 
willow branch floated on it. 

“Goddess of Compassion?” 

As the woman in white chanted ethereal melody, the Cleansing Vase dazzled, 
and a little fluorescence emanated from the willow branch. When those black 
demons saw the fluorescence, they immediately cried and fled. Even Demon’s 
Shore was hard to resist. 

Shelly looked smug as she said to Alex, “You idiot! You held the Cleansing 
Vase, yet you used it as a pig cage. Tidal Cave was sealed inside, and the 
Goddess of Compassion was in it.” 

At that moment, the Goddess of Compassion looked back. “Leave this place 
to me. You guys should go through the demonic land and find the seed!” 

Shelly said, “I’ll build the bridge! Guys, go!” 

Persephone’s Folly Bridge manifested! 

The empress was decisive. “Go!” 

Alex told Shelly, “Take care of yourself and don’t die.” 

“Quit droning on! Hurry up and go!” 

Whoosh! 

Persephone’s Folly Bridge could not cover the entire forest on the other shore. 
It came to an end halfway through it. It was then the empress said, “I see the 
black lotus seed! Over there!” 

Alex said, “I’ll go over first.” 

He unleashed a Buddhist lotus and tried to jump on it to cross over. The idea, 
although good, failed to work in reality. The Buddhist lotus was corrupted 



instantly. Alex hurriedly withdrew and jumped into the flowerbed of Demon’s 
Shore. 
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After Empress Ghast uttered a chant, an identical empress immediately 
rushed out and jumped into the lightning pool with a sword in her hand to 
share the damage. However, the mirror image of the empress was destroyed 
after lasting for less than three minutes. Then, she threw out another seven or 
eight magical treasures. 

Even so, she never saw Alex reappear. 

‘Is he dead?’ Empress Ghast frowned. 

Both were considered comrade-in-arms. Now Alex had died in the lightning 
pool, she felt upset. ‘Rascal, you weren’t capable and liked to boast! Is this 
performance of not being afraid of lightning?!’ 

However, she currently had no way to cross the lightning pool further. At a 
certain moment, the environment in the lightning pool suddenly changed. A 
huge attraction force and an enormous vortex appeared below the lightning 
pool, causing a massive amount of water in the lightning pool to billow and 
sink wildly. 

‘This is… The water in the lightning is decreasing? Could it be a leak down 
there?’ 

At a closer look, that inheritor of Ksitigarbha, who had opened his mouth wide, 
was sucking the water away from the lightning pool in a frenzy. 

The empress was stunned. 

Even if Alex was the inheritor of Ksitigarbha, he shouldn’t possess such 
ability, should he? 

Where did the water that he had sucked up go? 

Whoosh! 



After Alex sucked the lightning pool empty, the plan ted seed was completely 
exposed. 

Empress Ghast instantly rushed over. Revealing a relaxed smile on her face, 
she patted Alex on the shoulder and said, “Good boy! You have a huge 
stomach!” 

Alex burped. 

“What should we do now? Do we dig out the seed directly?” He asked, ”Will it 
have a negative impact on Revealer Maha?” 

The empress said, “To be frank, I don’t know, but there’s always a price to 
pay. Are you ready? I’m going to stab it!” 

“Stab it! Harder!” 

Empress Ghast built up momentum. Then, she roared and stabbed her sword 
into the huge seed. 

Poof! 

“Argh!” 

A mournful scream emanated from that giant swollen seed. The seed of Black 
Lotus of Nine Generations twisted wildly as if it had its own wisdom long ago. 
However, endless blackwater emerged. At the same time, the body of 
Revealer Malia, who was fighting Blaze and the others, abruptly stopped. 

Alex heard the old monk’s voice. “Amitabha… Almsgiver Rockefeller, you’re 
finally here…” 

That was the real old monk. 

“How are you?” 

“If I don’t sacrifice myself to save others, who will?” 

The old monk’s words were fitting. He then said, “I’m running out of time. 
Almsgiver Rockefeller, you’re fated with Buddhism. It’s up to you whether you 
can stop the evil Buddha of Dairaionji Temple.” 



Alex immediately said, “Old monk, Dairaionji Temple is already under my 
control. I’m equivalent to having the key right now, but I don’t know where the 
keyhole is. You have to show me the way. Where can I enter Dairaionji 
Temple?” 

The old monk quickly replied, “The way is inside the sutra. The way is inside 
the sutra… Om mani padme hum! Go!” 

A beam of light rushed into Alex’s forehead. His voice kept repeating. “The 
way is inside the sutra. The way is inside the sutra… Argh..!” 

The voice stopped suddenly. 

Empress Ghast said, “He’s dead!” 

At that moment, the space in this place was about to collapse. 

Shelly and the Goddess of Compassion also rushed over. Looking at Alex’s 
forehead, the Goddess of Compassion said, “Buddha’s Life Wheel? You are 
the current Buddha?” 

Alex rubbed his forehead. “The space here is going to perish! Hurry up and 
leave! 
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Empress Ghast lifted the sword and slashed downward. What appeared 
ahead wasn’t a crack but an entire rift. This was because the foundation of the 
Black Lotus of Nine Generations had been broken. The space of black lotus in 
front of them was also on the brink of destruction and would collapse at any 
time. Thus, there was no longer a way to form stable law. 

“Go!” 

The group rushed out of the space. 

When they returned to the outside world, Blaze, Lucretia, and the others were 
engaged in a tough battle with the evil Buddhas. There were many evil 
Buddhas. However, Blaze and the others were not fighting alone. Many lords 
in the Hell Tower had come to help them. This was not a matter of protecting 



their homeland, but the evil Buddhas wanted to assimilate and turn them into 
cannon fodder on their side. 

Who would be willing to do so? 

“Great Resurrection Spell!” Emperor Ghast cast the Great Resurrection Spell 
again, summoning King Sandros from the death state. 

Then, she grabbed the Nature’s Book in Shelly’s hand and returned it to King 
Sandros. 

Emperor Ghast naturally had another ultimate move as the supreme queen of 
the nether realm. 

“Rockefeller brat, you guys go and block them for a while! I’ll set up a 
formation and charge an ultimate move!” 

Alex nodded. They were comrade-in-arms right now, so he said nothing and 
immediately rushed forward with the Immortal Butcher… He had just 
swallowed the entire lightning pool in the space of black lotus, and it was just 
right to use it to deal with the evil Buddhas of Dairaionji Temple. In addition, 
the combat power of Shelly and the Goddess of Compassion was not weak 
either. 

The few joined forces and almost pushed their way ahead. 

Shortly afterward, Empress Ghast formed her ultimate move. She directly 
opened up a spatial door and summoned all the other kings of hell as well as 
the 108 reserve kings of hell in the nether realm. Besides that, she also 
erased the restriction inside Nature’s Book and set all the lords in the Hell 
Tower free. 

“Once you defeat these evil Buddhas, you will be completely pardoned!” 

“Kill them!” 

Once that had been done, Empress Ghast rushed back and regrouped with 
Alex and the others. The golden pillar of light was present in the sky all the 
time. 

Meanwhile, a series of Buddhist texts were moving rhythmically in the pillar of 
light. They were Dairaionji Temple’s support to get through the Hell Tower. 



“If the golden pillar of light from Dairaionji Temple is not destroyed, these evil 
Buddhas will keep coming down. They can absorb the energy of Dairaionji 
Temple, live endlessly, and come back to life,” the Goddess of Compassion 
said to the crowd while looking at the golden pillar of light. 

Alex thought about Revealer Maha’s last word. “The way is in the sutra… 
What on earth did the old monk’s last word mean? Do we still have to find 
some sutra? Miss Goddess of Compassion, do you know what sutra is?” 

The Goddess of Compassion looked at Alex. “You have the Buddha’s Life 
Wheel. You are the Buddha. That’s a question you have to ask your heart.” 

Shelly said, “He is a philanderer. It’s useless even with the Buddha’s Life 
Wheel. You ask him to find the sutra, but he only has eyes for the Fair 
Maiden’s Heart Sutra.” 

Alex said, “The flat-chested Shelly understands me!” 

The Goddess of Compassion asked, “What does ‘flat-chested’ mean?” 

Alex said, “Oh, it means a rich person… Argh! Why are you biting me?!” 

Shelly bit Alex’s waist hard. The immense pain caused him to unleash 
automatic defense, forcing out Ksitigarbha’s Buddhist texts. 

“Ah! I understand it!” 

“Those Buddhist texts inside the golden pillar of light… Aren’t Buddhist texts 
part of a sutra? A sutra contains Buddhist texts. If we want to enter Dairaionji 
Temple, we have to blaze the trail with those golden Buddhist texts!” A whim 
struck Alex. 

He thought of this way. It was just a guess. Although it was hard to tell 
whether it was right, he could give it a try. 

“Empress, help me!” 

Empress Ghast’s strength was probably the strongest among the women 
present. He initially thought the Peacock Heavenly King was a true king, but 
later discovered that she was an amateur who acted completely as a 
bystander. 

Her role was not as good as… King Sandros! 



“Don’t worry! My long sword is unrivaled!” 

 


